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Ultrafast electronic excitation transfer (EET) followed by structural and vibrational relaxation

(VER) of the acceptor have been characterised using transient absorption and transient lens

techniques.

Introduction

Understanding the dynamics of electronic energy exchange

between subunits in complex molecular structures is essential

for a successful design of nanoscale photonic devices1–3 that

might also be used to mimic efficient biological antenna systems.4

It is controlled by electronic coupling that mediates electron

and/or excitation energy transfer.5–9 At the same time, concurrent

radiationless processes may enhance or diminish the electronic

communication between subunits.5,6 As it is essential to suppress

or at least minimize unwanted processes that might degrade the

transfer efficiency, it is important to understand in detail the

intramolecular dynamics in bi- or multichromophoric systems.

Of interest in this context also is intermolecular vibrational

energy relaxation (VER) of excited electronic states that may

significantly affect transfer rates, if electronic coupling between

participating states is strongly affected by vibrational excitation.

Vibrational cooling of electronic excited states causes a charac-

teristic temporal evolution of transient spectra that may be

monitored by ultrafast spectroscopy.7–11

Following the discovery of pyrene excimer formation

by Förster and Kasper,12 pyrenyl groups have played a

prominent role as chromophores in covalently linked systems

to investigate the dynamics of exciplex formation and electron

transfer13–22 as well as intramolecular electronic excitation

energy transfer (EET) in solution.23–26 Recently, we reported

on a donor–acceptor system consisting of a rigid s-triazine ring

spacer (T) connecting an aminopyrene type donor unit (APy)

and an aminobenzanthrone type acceptor unit (ABa), see

Scheme 1.27 Not unexpectedly for this comparatively rigid

structure,28,29 we found strong evidence that intramolecular

EET from the initially excited APy donor to the ABa acceptor

is extremely efficient and takes place on a B10�13 s time

scale.30,31 The sub-picosecond EET rate suggests that energy

transfer is of the through-bond type, as a rough estimate of the

rate constant for Förster-type excitation transfer is two orders

of magnitude too small. Furthermore, the transient acceptor

fluorescence anisotropy showed a noticeable effect of

enhanced donor–acceptor vibronic coupling on EET with

increasing excitation energy, suggesting that EET occurs

before intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)

is complete.31 A still open question is, however, whether the

initial excitation populates an electronic state localized on the

donor subunit or a delocalized state encompassing both donor

and acceptor moiety. In our studies so far we found no clear

cut evidence for a local donor precursor state being populated

prior to the appearance of acceptor emission.

In this paper we report on femtosecond pump–probe

measurements in search for possible evidence for a precursor

state and looking in more detail into the issue of vibronic

excitation in the class of APyTXABa compounds, X being Cl,

APy or An as shown in Scheme 1. In particular, we address the

issue of vibrational cooling in the electronically excited state

and its possible influence on intramolecular EET as well as

the effect of different X-subunits on the triazine ring.

Experimental

Details of the pump–probe set-up for transient absorption

measurements have been described elsewhere.32 In brief, we

used a 1 kHz Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Clark-MXR

CPA2001) as the femtosecond light source delivering pulses of

0.9 mJ energy and 150 fs duration at 773 nm which were used

to pump two commercial optical parametric amplifiers, a

Jobin Yvon two stage NOPA (1/3 of pump intensity) and

a Light Conversion TOPAS (2/3 of pump intensity). After

Scheme 1 Building blocks and compounds investigated in this study.
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frequency doubling these provided tunable pump and probe

pulses, respectively. The spectral width of the pump pulses at

350 nm was measured to be about 7 nm (assuming Gaussian

band shape), corresponding to a pulse duration of B140 fs,

their energy was approximately 0.05 mJ. Probe pulses were

taken directly from the computer-controlled TOPAS using its

internal nonlinear mixing and wavelength separation facilities.

Their spectral width was about 5 nm throughout the spectral

range 460–760 nm covered in our experiments. We used

a conventional pump–probe arrangement employing an

optical delay line with nominal 0.7 fs step size. Incident and

transmitted probe pulse energies were measured by integrating

photodiodes (Hamamatsu 1226-8BQ or 1336-8BQ0A). Pump

and probe beams were focused into the 1 mm sample cell

by parabolic mirrors to beam waist diameters of approxi-

mately 300 mm and 150 mm, respectively, in a non-collinear

geometry at an angle of about 71. Relative polarization of

pump and probe beams was controlled by a tunable zero order

half-wave plate. Depending on pump and probe wavelength,

the pump–probe cross correlation FWHM in this setup varied

between 120 and 240 fs. Experiments were performed under

magic angle conditions. Transient absorbance traces were

taken by recording incident to transmitted probe pulse energy

ratios alternating between pump pulse on and off, i.e. in

synchronization with a chopper positioned in the pump pulse

beam. At each delay position, 200 to 1000 measurements were

averaged, and every final trace was the result of 4 to 6 scans

over the whole time range.

Details of the principle and experimental set-up for the

transient lens (TL) measurement can be found in ref. 33.

A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Tsunami)

pumped by a Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra-Physics Millenia Xs)

generated pulses at 740 nm or 800 nm with a repetition rate of

82 MHz and an average power of about 1.5 W. Part of the laser

beam was amplitude modulated at 2 MHz by an acousto-optic

modulator and subsequently frequency-doubled in a LBO

crystal to generate a 370 nm (400 nm) pump beam with pulse

energies o0.1 nJ. The remaining part was used as probe beam

(pulse energy o1 nJ). The pump–probe cross correlation

FWHM in this setup was o120 fs. Pump and probe beams

were recombined in a collinear beam-in-beam arrangement,

with the polarization set to parallel before passing through a

1 mm sample flow cell which was mounted on a linear transla-

tion stage. Dual-beam two-color Z-scans were measured by

recording the lens signal of the solution at different distances Z

with respect to the focal plane for a specific pump–probe delay

time. TL and Z-scan signals were detected by an avalanche

photodiode (200 mm active diameter) in the far field and fed into

a lock-in amplifier employing the 2 MHz modulation as a

reference signal. An appropriate correction procedure described

as ‘‘convex–concave–lens (CCL) method’’ in ref. 33 was used to

estimate the transient absorption contribution of the solute: The

absorption contributions in TL signals were selectively removed

by taking the difference in TL measurements performed at

two symmetrical prefocal (�Z) and postfocal (+Z) positions,

where the transient absorption signals were identical. The Kerr

lens contribution of the solvent was removed by subtracting

‘‘solvent-only’’ pump–probe measurements under the same

conditions such that the pure TL signal was obtained.

Syntheses and specifications of APyTCABa, APy2TABa,

APyTAnABa, APyTAn2 and An2TABa are described

elsewhere.27,30,34 The compounds were dissolved in spectro-

scopic grade dioxane. The solutions were prepared to have an

optical density at the excitation wavelength in the range of

about 0.25 to 1 in a cell of 1 mm optical length. Steady state

absorption spectra before and after pump–probe measure-

ments were taken to check the stability of the sample.

Results and discussion

In Fig. 1 we show the stationary absorption spectrum of

APyTAnABa. To a very good approximation it can be con-

sidered as a linear superposition of the absorption spectra of

APy donor and ABa acceptor subunits as may be shown by

comparison with suitable model donor and acceptor com-

pounds such as APyTAn2 and An2TABa, respectively.30,31

Acceptor unit absorption is weak and centers around 430 nm.

Excitation occurs into the longest wavelength absorption band

of the donor subunit at 350 nm where acceptor part absorp-

tion is negligible.30 A comparison of spectra before and after

pump–probe runs under typical conditions shows that a

minute amount of bichromophoric solute is consumed and

that no products are formed that absorb in the relevant

wavelength region. This holds true for all compounds used

in this study.

Ultrafast intramolecular EET

In Fig. 2 we compare transient absorption spectra at 1 ps time

delay in dioxane solution. The model acceptor An2TABa, which

is excited at 473 nm, shows a significantly narrower and blue

shifted main transient absorption band compared to that of the

model donor APyTAn2 excited at 360 nm. The transient

absorption of the corresponding bichromophoric compound

APyTAnABa obtained after exciting exclusively into the donor

subunit absorption band at 350 nm closely resembles that of the

model acceptor, indicating that electronic excitation is already

localized on the acceptor subunit after 1 ps. This observation

also holds for the two other bichromophores investigated in this

Fig. 1 Stationary absorption spectrum of APyTAnABa in dioxane

(concentration B5 � 10�4 M) before (solid line) and after (dashed

line) pump–probe run. Arrows indicate excitation wavelengths.
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study and is in agreement with our earlier conclusion that EET

in these compounds is very rapid.31

As there is no donor transient absorption at wavelengths

above 750 nm, one can observe acceptor excited state forma-

tion directly as an absorption rise in this spectral region. In

Fig. 3 we compare the transient absorption rise of APyTCABa

in dioxane solution at 750 nm probe wavelength after excita-

tion into the acceptor absorption band at 473 nm with that

obtained upon exciting the donor subunit at 350 nm. In the

first case, the rise time should be determined by the pump–

probe cross correlation of our experimental set-up, while in the

second experiment the finite EET transfer rate from donor to

acceptor unit should slow down the absorption rise. This is

exactly what we observe: excitation at 473 nm leads to an

instantaneous absorption rise corresponding to a pump–probe

cross correlation width of tcc = (140 � 10) fs followed by a

200 fs decay which is of no importance here, while following

350 nm excitation there is a significantly slower absorption

rise. This can be compared to a signal obtained with amino-

benzanthrone, a compound showing instantaneous transient

absorption of the Franck–Condon excited state, at the same

pump and probe wavelength and in the same solvent. In

this case, the rise is equivalent to the cross-correlation width,

which is tcc = (140 � 10) fs. Taking this value we obtain

an upper limit for the single exponential rise time constant

of (350 � 100) fs. Assuming alternatively that the slow

rise is caused entirely by a longer cross correlation gives

tcc = (590 � 50) fs, a value which seems to be unrealistically

large. These experiments, therefore, lend further support to

our previous conclusion31 that intramolecular EET occurs on

a time scale of 100–300 fs.

For the main part of this study, the three bichromophores

APyTCABa, APy2TABa, and APyTAnABa dissolved

in dioxane were excited into the donor-localized state at a

pump wavelength of 350 nm which led to strong acceptor type

transient absorption in the spectral region between 460 and

760 nm. Transient absorption traces in dioxane show a

characteristic probe wavelength dependence with little varia-

tion between the compounds, as illustrated for APyTCABa at

different probe wavelengths (Fig. 4 left) and for the three

compounds at 500 nm probe (Fig. 4 right).

From such traces, which were recorded at 10 to 20 nm probe

wavelength intervals and subsequently fit by a convolution of a

Gaussian pulse with a sum of exponential functions, we recons-

tructed the transient spectra shown in Fig. 5 for selected delay

times. The spectra feature a strong band at 510 nm with

significant time evolution, and a weak, almost time-independent

band at around 710 nm. Within the first 50 ps the main band

undergoes a 15 nm blue shift and narrows noticeably, remaining

then constant up to the maximum time delay of 200 ps.

To analyze their time evolution in more detail, we fitted two

Gaussian peaks centered at 510 and 710 nm to the spectra and

subsequently subtracted the constant 710 nm band. Consider-

ing that for all three compounds the remaining main peak may

be assigned exclusively to acceptor type absorption, we first

look at the time dependence of the band integrals, ignoring the

temporal evolution of the spectral band shape and position.

All three band integrals show an ultrafast almost step-like rise

Fig. 2 Transient absorption spectra in dioxane for 1 ps time delay.

Model donor APyTAn2 (dashed line), model acceptor An2TABa

(dotted–dashed line) following excitation at 360 nm and 473 nm,

respectively, and bichromophore APyTAnABa excited at 350 nm

(solid line).

Fig. 3 Transient absorption signals (red and black) of APyTCABa in

dioxane probed at 750 nm compared with signal of ABa (blue)

pumped at 350 nm and probed at 740 nm in the same solvent. Black

squares: excitation at 473 nm into the acceptor absorption band; red

circles: excitation at 350 nm into the longest wavelength donor

absorption band, blue triangles ABa pumped at 350 nm The solid

lines are fits using a convolution of Gaussian pulse shapes with a single

exponential. Parameter values are given in the text.

Fig. 4 Transient absorption traces in dioxane following excitation at

350 nm of (left) APyTCABa at selected probe wavelengths, and of

(right) the three bichromophores at 500 nm probe wavelength.
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with a time constant close to the experimental time resolution

of B300 fs to about 75% of their final amplitude, followed by

a further rise with an average time constant tav E 2 ps

(Table 1, Fig. 6). Thus in addition to the main ultrafast EET

process, there is evidence for another ‘‘slow’’ contribution.

This could be a signature of a slow-down of EET caused by

decreasing coupling between donor and acceptor subunits as a

consequence of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribu-

tion depopulating the initially excited Franck–Condon state.

Another possibility would be that EET takes place a to short-

lived electronically excited Sx-state of the acceptor moiety

which subsequently internally converts on a ps time scale to

the local electronic S1-state of the acceptor. In this case the

oscillator strength of the Sn ’ S1 transition would have to

be about 30% larger than that of the Sn ’ Sx transition. The

S1-state can be identified with the long-lived fluorescent state

observed previously30,31 Alternatively, both S1 and a dark

Sx-state could be populated by EET with an overall rate

coefficient of B3 � 1012 s�1 and a branching ratio of 3 : 1

in favour of the S1-state. Subsequently, one would observe

S1 ’ Sx internal conversion at a rate of B2.5–5 � 1011 s�1.

These two possibilities cannot be distinguished on the basis of

the transient absorption experiment alone.

Additional insight comes from a comparison of transient

lens (TL) signals shown in Fig. 7 that were obtained from

APyTCABa at excitation wavelengths 400 nm and 370 nm.

Exciting the acceptor moiety at 400 nm results in a net signal

increase following the 400/800 nm-pump–probe cross-

correlation time of 200 fs to a constant value, indicative of

directly populating the acceptor excited state with no ensuing

intramolecular electronic dynamics. At 370 nm pump wave-

length, exciting predominantly the donor moiety, the signal to

noise ratio is much worse. In spite of the high noise level one

may observe that (1) the 370/740 nm-pump–probe cross-

correlation time is shorter (B100 fs), (2) the signal rise is

somewhat slower (B200–300 fs), and (3) followed by a slight

decay on a time scale of 2–4 ps.

The 200–300 fs rise of the TL-signal upon donor excitation

is consistent with our current estimate of the time constant

for EET to the acceptor, while the ps-decay matches the

Fig. 5 Reconstructed transient absorption spectra of APyTCABa

(top), APyTAnABa (middle) and APy2TABa (bottom) in dioxane at

probe pulse delays of 1, 5, 10, 50, and 200 ps. The compounds were

pumped in the donor absorption band at 350 nm. The wavelengths at

which kinetics were recorded are marked by points.

Fig. 6 Time evolution of the main band integral of the three

bichromophores in dioxane following excitation at 350 nm.

(&): AyTCABa, (n): APy2TABa, (J): APyTAnABa. The initial part

of the ultrafast rise below a time delay of 200 fs is not resolved here.

Solid lines represent triexponential fits to the data.

Table 1 Time constants ti and relative amplitudes Ai of double exponential fits to the evolution of main band integrals

t1/ps A1 t2/ps A2 tav/ps

APyTCABa 0.9(6) �0.061 4.0(9) �0.042 2.2
APy2TABa 1.1(7) �0.140 7.1(4) �0.023 2.0
APyTAnABa 1.1(2) �0.197 3.5(4) �0.076 1.8
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corresponding life time component observed in the absorption

band integral rise. It appears, therefore, that this ‘‘slow’’

component has to be associated with changes in the character

of the acceptor excited electronic state rather than with a slow-

down of donor–acceptor EET caused by IVR decreased

donor–acceptor coupling. The latter would show up as a

further increase of the TL-signal instead of a decay. It also

is consistent with purely sequential dynamics

S1ðFC�DonorÞ �!EET SxðAcceptorÞ �!IC S1ðAcceptorÞ:

A combined competitive/sequential model of the kind

suggested above,

S1ðFC�DonorÞ  ������EETð75%Þ
S1ðAcceptorÞ

������!EETð25%Þ
SxðAcceptorÞ �!IC S1ðAcceptorÞ

would require that the Sx state possesses a much higher

electronic polarizability than the S1-state in order to be in

agreement with the observed decay of the TL signal.

Vibrational relaxation

In order to separate population dynamics from spectral evolu-

tion, we normalized the transient spectra to their respective

band integral (Fig. 8). The three sets of normalized spectra

clearly show the blue shift and band narrowing with increasing

time delay. Together with the narrow isosbestic region to the

red of the band maximum this indicates that spectral dynamics

is strongly affected by VER. Integrating the normalized bands

in the wavelength range above and below the isosbestic region

and comparing the time evolution of these partial normalized

band integrals supports this conclusion (Table 2).

In all three cases time constants and relative amplitudes of

rise and decay components of both partial band integrals

match perfectly. This correspondence of the time evolution

of rising and decreasing band sections is illustrated in Fig. 9.

In addition, we observe a decrease of time constants upon

substituting the chlorine on the triazene ring by anilinyl or

aminopyrenyl.

The larger t2P time constants clearly are associated with

vibrational cooling of the hot acceptor subunit S1 state that

has been populated by ultrafast energy transfer from an

energetically higher precursor state. The slight decrease of

t2P with increasing bulkiness of the third substituent at the

triazine spacer unit is consistent with this picture as coupling

to the solvent bath is enhanced. The extent to which VER also

contributes to the short time constant t1P is not as obvious. In

Fig. 7 Transient lens signals of APyTCABa in dioxane (Kerr effect

and transient absorption removed, see experimental section) for 400 nm

(black) and 370 nm (red) excitation taken at 800 nm and 740 nm,

respectively. Open circles are measured data, solid lines optimized fits

including convolution with a Gaussian cross-correlation function.

Fig. 8 Band area normalized transient absorption spectra of

APyTCABa, APyTAnABa and APy2TABa from Fig. 5. (The weak

band at 710 nm was subtracted.)

Table 2 Time constants tiP and relative amplitudes AiP of double
exponential fits to the evolution of partial normalized band integrals in
the time range 0–50 ps

t1P/ps A1P t2P/ps A2P

APyTCABa

Blue center rise 4.1(4) �0.106 20.0(3) �0.113
Red wing fall 4.1(4) 0.105 20.0(3) 0.113

APyTAnABa

Blue center rise 2.5(1) �0.120 14.7(3) �0.159
Red wing fall 2.4(1) 0.121 14.7(3) 0.159

APy2TABa

Blue center rise 1.8(1) �0.114 13.8(5) �0.144
Red wing fall 1.8(1) 0.114 13.7(6) 0.144
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general, VER of large molecules is characterized by a single

time constant that describes the loss of vibrational excess

energy to the heat bath.35 As long as the experimentally

measurable quantity is linearly related to this excess energy,

a single exponential decay will be observed and the VER time

constant can be extracted directly. If the observable is non-

linearly dependent on excess energy, a non-exponential decay

will result and one needs a calibration to extract the correct

VER rate.36 In our case, the observable is the extinction

coefficient e(l) for Sn ’ S1- absorption which is not directly

proportional to internal energy, and the required calibration is

not available. Therefore, the true VER rate constant cannot be

extracted from the observed decay. Also, at this stage there is

no way to assess the extent to which intramolecular vibra-

tional energy redistribution (IVR) contributes to the early

stages of the spectral evolution of the band shape. The band

integral and shape analysis implicitly assumes that a single

electronic state with constant oscillator strength is responsible

for the transient absorption. In the view of the discussion above,

however, this assumption is not strictly met, as the evidence

suggests that there is a change of electronic state in the acceptor

moiety after EET on the time scale of 2–4 ps. The change of

band shape observed on this time scale therefore probably also

reflects internal conversion to the acceptor S1-state.

Excited state dynamics

Excited state coupling and delocalization may be susceptible to the

degree of vibrational excitation of donor and/or acceptor moiety.

Apparently excitation to the Franck–Condon state is accompanied

by a large increase of vibronic coupling between the subunits of

the bichromophore, such that electronic excitation energy is

effectively transferred to the aminobenzanthronyl acceptor part.

Competing with EET on the hundred femtosecond time scale is

IVR into strongly coupled ‘‘dark’’ vibrational modes. If electronic

coupling in these modes was smaller than in the Franck–Condon

excited modes, EET as a result would slow down appreciably

which could explain the 2–3 ps transient on the absorption band

integral rise. Accepting this picture, however, implies the existence

of a donor localized Franck–Condon state for which we found no

spectral evidence.

The experimental evidence rather seems to suggest that EET

is complete within about 300 fs, i.e. that the 2–3 ps transient is

indicative of electron density redistribution. This inter-

pretation is also in accord with our earlier fluorescence up-

conversion measurements31 showing a fluorescence anisotropy

decay on exactly the same time scale. In principle one would

imagine that, e.g., even slight changes of dihedral twist angles

between donor, acceptor and spacer groups within a few

picoseconds after EET could increase charge localization

on the acceptor subunit and in this way enhance acceptor

oscillator strength (absorption rise) and decrease overall

bichromophore polarizability (TL-signal decay). As a further

consequence of charge rearrangement, solvent dielectric

relaxation could induce a dynamic spectral shift and transient

broadening of the absorption band. As the solvent stabilizes

the new charge distribution, absorption intensity could

increase on the time scale of solvation dynamics. The time

scale of the B2 ps component observed in the integral band

intensity rise as well as wing decay and peak rise in the

normalized spectra would be compatible the average correla-

tion time hti = 1.7 ps of the spectral response function

measured in dioxane.37 However, though preliminary results

of quantum chemical calculations38 on APyTCABa indicate

that the equilibrium dihedral angle between the aminopyrenyl

unit and spacer ring increases from (19 � 4)1 in the ground

state to about 551 in the first singlet excited state, so far we

found no evidence for substantial local charge rearrangement

as a consequence of this twisting motion. Higher level calcula-

tions are definitely needed to reach a final conclusion about the

proposed interpretation of the observed spectral dynamics.

The overall picture emerging from this pump–probe study

on APyTXABa compounds may be summarized as follows:

1. Transient absorption band and TL-signal rise times both

indicate that excitation into the donor absorption band at

350–370 nm causes ultrafast intramolecular EET to the acceptor

subunit on a time scale of B200 fs. We found no evidence for a

local donor precursor state being populated to any measurable

extent on this time scale prior to EET. It seems likely, therefore,

that excitation directly populates a strongly coupled state that is

delocalized across the spacer subunit to the acceptor site.

2. The subsequent 2–3 ps rise of the integral absorption

band intensity and simultaneous decay of the TL-signal

provide strong indications that ultrafast EET is followed

by changes in electronic structure either due to internal

conversion to a nearby electronic state or by local charge

rearrangement coupled to a rapid structural relaxation.

3. The spectral evolution of the transient absorption band

shape suggests that localization of the electronic excitation

energy on the acceptor subunit leads to a high degree of

vibrational excitation which is transferred to the solvent by

VER within 10–20 ps.

Conclusion

Pump–probe absorption and transient lens measurements on

the femtosecond time scale on bichromophoric compounds of

Fig. 9 Time evolution of partial band integrals of normalized TA spectra

of bichromophores in dioxane. Open symbols: blue center rise; filled

symbols: red wing decay. (&,’): APyTCABa; (n,m): APyTAnABa;

(J,K): APy2TABa.
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the type APyTXABa support earlier reports on ultrafast

intramolecular EET upon aminopyrenyl donor subunit excita-

tion. EET is complete on a time scale of about 200 fs, and we

found no spectral evidence for a short-lived intermediate

precursor state localized on the donor moiety. Excitation is

thought to populate a Franck–Condon state delocalized

across the triazinyl spacer ring which then relaxes with a time

constant of 2–3 ps to a more stable electronic structure. The

large amount of initial vibrational excess energy after EET is

transferred to the solvent within 10–20 ps.
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